Fochbereich
Physik der Vniversifdt-Gesomthochschule Siegen. In the present paper these F2 data have been used to extract the g!uon density at Q2 = 20 GeV2 using the Prytz and EKL methodq A global QCD fit to F2 to determine the gluon density has also been performed, The fit made use of the full NLO GLAP evolution equations in the MS renormalisation and factorisation scheme [ 181. To constrain the fit at large X, data from NMC [ 191 were included. The gluon momentum density is extracted in a rcgion of x not previously covered. The universality of the gluon density extracted here from the scaling violations of F2 and suhsequently from other processes will provide an important test of perturbative QCD GLAP evolution.
Scaling violations of F2 and the gluon density
The gluon density g(x, Q2) is delincd such that g( x, Q2)dx gives the number of gluons in the proton with a momentum fraction between s and .r + c.'.Y. The gluon momentum density is then given by xg( X. Q'). The GLAP evolution equation predicts, in leading order, for the scaling violation of Fz. in the case of photon exchange dF2kQ2) dInQ2 where the sum runs over all active quark flavours and t'e is the charge of quark 4, (Y,~( Q2) is the strong coupling constant and Pq,,, Pqg are the quark and gluon splitting functions. A similar evolution equation applies for the gluon density.
The Q2 dependence of the parton densities can bc calculated from the GLAP QCD evolution equations provided their x dependences are known at a lixed value of Q2. The x dependences arc not predicted by these equations and have to be extracted from data. At low x the scaling violations are dominated by the contribution from the gluon density. This fact can be exploited to determine the gluon density directly from the measured Q2 dependence of F2, using the approximate methods described below.
In the Prytz LO method the quark contribution,conmined in the F2 term in Eq. ( I), are neglected and the LO result for PqR is used. The gluon momentum density zg( z, Q*) is expanded as a Taylor series around z = x/2 leading to the result for four flavours"' :
Nate that the glt*on density at x is calculated using the slope of FZ at x/2. This method has beea extended by
Prytz to include the NLO corrections. The contribution from quarks was again neglected. The result for four tIavours in the MS scheme is:
The correction function N(x/2,Q2) depends on the gluon density at large x, x 2 10s2, which is constrained by existing data. It has been estimated [ 121 using the MRSD& (xg(x, Qi) rv x0 as x -+ 0, for Qi = 4 GeV2) and MRSD'_ (xg( 
with
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where < ei > is the average of the squares of the quark charges (51 I8 for four flavours). The non-singlet contributions are neglected. The evolution kernels P" and PFG, calculated in the a?? scheme, are expanded up to third order in a, (NNL) : PFF( WO) = a,sp[F + afpfF + a,"pcF P";(w) = a.rpoFG + afprG + ajpzn;.
The NLO and LO results are obtained by keeping in Eqs. (6) and (7) the terms up to O( a:) and 0( a,). respectively. The coefficients p,fF and p,v depend on the parameter CLIO. They are tabulated in [ 131 for a range of 00 values. The actual value of 00 must be extracted from the data. The quark contribution is contained in the first term of Eq. (4) and hence, in contrast to the Prytz method, is included in the EKL method The expression for the gluon momentum density, for four flavours. is:
In the EKL method, in contrast to the Prytz method, the gluon density at x is calculated using the structure function F2 and its logarithmic s!ope at the same value of x.
3. Extraction of the gluon density
I. Prytz and EKL methods
The F2 values from ZEUS obtained with the doubleangle method (DA) were used [ 171. Since we chose to extract the gluon density at Q2 = 20 GeV2, we considered only those x bins which have data both below and above Q2 = 20 GeV2 and where the errors allow a significant determination of the slope (see Fig. I ).
The value of the structure function F2 and its slope dFJd In Q2 were Determined for each x bin using a linear fit of the form:
Fz(x,Q*) = q(x) + CZ(X) ln(Q2/20 GeV'). Table  evaluated in [ 171 by determining the bin-by-bin shifts I. Note that one of the systematic checks addressed in F2 from the central value when changing the selecthe uncertainty of the unfolding method. Performing tion and analysis procedure (in total I4 changes). The the unfolding using MRSWo distributions (flat gluon) systematic uncertainties of the fit parameters were esinstead of hJRSD'_ (singular gluon) changed the logtimated as follows. The sets of shifted F2 values with arithmic slope, cp, by less than 0.03, and was included in the systematic error. In ] I?] FZ was also detcrmined for a limited region of x and Q' using elcztron variables only. The slopes determined from these data arc consistent with the values quoted in Table I .
For the extraction of the gluon density the value of LY, was taken from a NLO lit From the fitted parameters and the value of (Y,~ (and of 00 for EKL) the gluon density can be evaluated. Uncertainties in the extracted gluon distribution arise not only from experimental sources but also from theoretical ones. In particular the error on the value of (Y,~ results in a variation of f6% in xg(.r) for both methods in LO and NLO. For the EKL method we find that the largest uncertainty in the normalisation of the extracted gluon distribution arises from the choice of 00. Varying wa from 0.5 to 0.3 results in a 40% decrease in x&x).
This sensitivity becomes even stronger in NNL. Neglecting the quark contribution to dFz/d In Q2 leads to an overestimate of the cxtractcd gluon distribution.
It amounts to about 5% for the kinematic region under study for the Prytz NLO method [ 121. Further, from model calculations using the parton density functions MRSD; and MRSD'_, it was shown that 1, I !z NLO method reproduces the input gluon density to within 10% [ 121. Thus, to this level, the method is insensitive to the power behaviour of the gluon density at low x. The results from the two methods are discussed in Section 3 3.
GlohlJit
A GLAP QCD fit using all ZEUS 1993 F2 data was performed [ 241. In order to constrain the fit at larger values of X, NMC data on F2 from proton and deuteron measurements with Q2 > 4 GeV' were included [ 191 
Here xg denotes the gluon momentum density. xq,%, the singlet quark distribution (the sum of quarks and anti-quarks, i.e. the sum of the valence and sea quark distributions) and xy,, the (u-d) non-singlet distribution (the difference of up and down quarks and antiquarks). The non-singlet distribution is constrained by the difference between proton and deuteron F2 measurements. In the lit, a value of Q," = 7 GcV? was chosen; this is the lowest Q2 covered by the ZEUS F? data. The threshold values for charm and bottom quark production were set at Qi,, = 4 GeV2 and Q,',.,, = 25 GeV2; above these thresholds the charm and bottom quarks were assumed to contribute fully. At Q2 = 4 GeV2 the s:range quark distribution was assumed to be given by xq, = 0.2 xq,, [ 251 and the sea quark distribution was obtained by subtracting the valence distribution from the singlet distribution. Apart from CY.~, the only external input to the tit is therefore the valence qu*rk distribution at Q2 = 4 GeV' which was taken from the parton distribution set MRSD'_ and which has the same functional form as the singlet distribution given above.
The parton densities were evolved in Q2 using the GLAP equations in LO [ 141 and NLO [IS] from a x' minimisation procedure. The normalisation A, of the gluon was constrained by the requirement that the total momentum fraction carried hy quarks and gluons added up to unity. There were thus 10 parameters left free in the tits. The value of (rs quoted in the previous section was used in the fits. The Q2 evolution of a.F in LO and NLO was performed i:sing the renormalisation group equation with the quark mass thresholds treated as given in [ 271. In the computation of the ,r*, only statistical errors were taken into account resulting in a x2 of 97 for the 56 ZEUS data points and 283 for the 184 NMC data points. The values of the pararnbcers obtained from the NLO fit are given in Table 2 as the central values. Applying the constraint S, = S,, does not change the x2 of the iit appreciably. In contrast, imposing the constraint b, = 0 (i.e. assuming a constant rg as x 3 0 at Q,' = 7 GeV2) increases the x2 contribution of the ZEUS data to 130, whilst the x2 contribution of the NMC points increases only to 299. Fig. 2 shows the F2 data from ZEUS and KMC as a function of x for the Q2 values of ZEUS [ 171 together with the result of the NLO fit. For comparison with the linear fits used in Sectiorl 3.1, Fig. 1 shows 1 ; ': result of the global NLO tit (dashed-dotted lines) together with the ZEUS F2 data for fixed x as a function of Q2. The NLO fit provides a good description of the ZEUS and NMC data, including the data from NMC measured at Q* values different from the ones shown in Fig. 2. 
Results
In LO the Prytz method offers a simple estimate of the LO gluon momentum density (see Eq. (2) ). one from the LO global GLAP fit. Good agreement between the two methods is observed. Also shown in Fig. 3 are the :esults obtained from the EKL method in LO, which are consistent with those of the other two methods. Fig. 4 shows the gluon momentum densities obtained in NLO. Good agreement between the results of the three methods is observed. The shaded band in Fig. 4 indicates the uncertainty of the gluon density from the global GLAP tit as estimated by adding the statistical and systematic errors in quadrature. The systematic errors were estimated as follows. The ZEUS data were offset by each systematic change (see [ 171) in turn and the fit re-done. Likewise the NMC data were offset by their systematic errors, properly taking into account the cotrelatIons as described in [ 191. Normalisation errors of 3.5% on the ZEUS data and of I .6 (2.6)s on the90 (280) GeV NMC data sets were included. The resulting deviations above (below) the central value were added in quadrature to yield the upper (lower) systematic error. It is found that the systematic uncertainties in :he NMC data give the dominant contribution.
In order to indicate the equivalent uncertainty in the fitted parameters, the parameters describing the upper and lower extremes of the error band shown in Fig. 4 arc given in Table 2 . Using the ZEUS F2 data obtained with the electron method gave consistent results. The errors shown in Fig. 4 do not include the uncertainty due to CU,~; using the error quoted previously results in a variation of about 6% in the gluon distribution at Q2 = 20 GeV* and .r ,$ 10m2. Additional sources of uncertainty in the global fit were investigated. Repeating the lit without imposing the momentum sum rule had a negligible effect on the gluon distrihution.The uncertainty due to the assumed strange quark content of the proton, estimated by repeating the analysis with 9., = 0. lckea and 9s = 0.39,, (instead of (I,,. = O.29,), was found to he negligible. This also shows that the global fit is insensitive to changes in the input valence quark distribution.
Starting the evolution from Q,' = 4 and 20 GcV' instead of 7 GeV2 did not significantly change the extracted gluon distribution. The influence of higher twist contributions, as given in [8] , to the Q2 evolution of FZ was found to be negligible. The determination of the gluon density at low Q' is known to be sensitive to the exact treatment of the charm threshold. Small changes of the order of 5% were observed at low Y when diffcrent treatments of the charm threshold hehaviour [ 28 ] were used. Changing the bottom production threshoid to Q2 = IO0 GeV? had a small effect. Possible shadowing corrections to the NMC dcuterium data [ 291 were investigated and found to have no effect on the extracted gluon distribution.
Using F2 values dctcrmined with the large rapidity gap events [ 30,3 I] excluded from the data sample also had a small effect (2 10%) on the gluon distribution.
The gluon momentum densities obtained from the approximate methods, shown in Fig. 4 . agree well with the result from the global fit. In the case of EKL this is true only if wg has the value of 0.4, ils determined from the global fit at Q2 = 20 GcV'. From the global fit the scaling violations in the x region of the ZEUS data are, as expected, dominated by the contribution from the gluon. The agreement between the results from the Prytz method and the global fit justify the approximations made in the Prytz method. Furthermore, it lends suppor: to the simple functional form for xg used in the global fit, since the Prytz method does not rely on a specific functional form for sg.
Also shown in Fig. 4 as a hatched region is the rcsult for xg obtained by NMC for x 2 IO-*. A substzntial rise in .rg is seen as .Y decreases from the I??-gion of the NMC result !'> the low x rcgicn of the ZEUS data. For completcncss we show in Fig. 4 the paramctrrisations MRSD; and MRW!... The pluon density fi-Gni XRSD'_ i> corlsistent with the central value of the global fit whereas MRSDL is belaw the lower limit of the error band. The parametcrisations GRV(H0) [ 321, CTEQ2M [33] and MRSA [ 341 (not shown) agree closely with the central value of the fit.
Conclusion
The gluon momentum density, sg(x. Q?). was extracted at Q' = 20GeV2 down to x values of N 4 x IO-' using a NLO GLAP global fit :o the ZEUS F: data. The global fit was constrained at larger s using F2 data frcn* NMC for Q2 > 4 GeV2. A good description of the data was obtained. Two approximstc methods were also used to extract the gluon distribution in NLO from the scaling :'iolations in the Fz data of ZEUS ;:!.w. Both methods agree with the global GLAP fit. The scaling violations are dominated by the contribution from the gluon. A substantial increase in the gluon momentum density is observed as s dccrcascs from the region s 2 IO-studied by the NMC experiment to Ihc .r region, 4 x lWJ < x < IO'-', covcrcd by this analysis.
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